
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

PT Kurios Utama is a textile company that has hundreds of employees.

With  so  many  employees  there  is  a  lot  of  company  complexity.  One  of  the

problems is  the  increasing level  of  registrants  every  year  which results  in  the

number  of  employees  who  must  be  assessed.  In  addition  to  registrant  level

problems  there  are  also  other  problems,  such  as  the  difficulty  of  assessing

employees who are considered to have achievements. Achievements here are seen

from each employee's individual performance values assessed by superiors.

The number of values  available makes it difficult  to calculate and rank

each  employee's  assessment.  With  a  variety  of  employee  values  can  result  in

errors when processing data. From the results of this error it becomes an impact

when  sequencing  employee  performance.  The  purpose  of  the  error  is  when

employees with high scores / achievers experience calculation errors and get low

scores, and vice versa. Another problem arises if there are employees who have

the same total assessment, then it will be difficult to determine the rank, which is

higher or lower.

Therefore,  this  problem  really  requires  accurate  calculations  with  one

method using a decision selection system. Of the many decision selection methods

that have been found, there are 2 methods namely "Simple Additive Weighting"

and "Weighted Product" Algorithms. Both of these algorithms are very suitable for

decision  makers  because  they  can  assess  each  criterion  /  aspect  that  will  be

assessed by the company. In addition,  this  method is  very easy to process the

assessment of each employee more effectively to determine ranking. From the

cases described above, this project will generate employee rankings based on the

results  of high or low scores,  and know the best decisions when choosing the

same total value. Especially in PT Kurios Utama textile companies.
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1.2 Scope

Limitation of the problem of this research is that the program created will

focus on the initial  goal.  So that it  will  not deviate from the topic made. The

problem limits in this final project are:

1. The data  used was assessment  data  employees of  PT Kurios Utama in

August 2017 .

2. The method or algorithm used is Simple Additive Weighting,  Weighted

Product and Quick Sort.

3. This  project  will  only  compare two algorithms based on the  following

parameters:  knowledge,  quality,  quantity,  presence  ,  responsibility,

relationships  and  cooperation,  initiative,  craft,  discipline.  Values  are

compared based solely on ranking / ranking order.

This report will also answer the following questions:

4. Does the ranking of the company's original data have the same ranking

sequence  with  the  results  of  processing  both  algorithms  (SAW  and

Weighted Product) ? Does the three calculations have the same ranking

value as the sort sorting algorithm Quick Sort ?

1.3 Objective

The  purpose  of  this  final  project  is  to  determine  the  performance  of

employees  at  PT Kurios  Utama  based  on  rankings  using  the  Simple  Additve

Weighting (SAW) , Weighted Product (WP) methods and using the Quick Sort

algorithm as a ranking order.
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